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Although left extraction such as interrogativization, topicalization and relativizationis unbounded in distance, it is not unconstrained. Coordinate structures are islands toextraction (Coordinate Structure Constraint, Ross 1967):*man thati [Suzy met Bill and Mary married ei](3)Extraction becomes grammatical if it is Across-the-Board (ATB):man thati [Suzy met ei and Mary married ei](4)However, not even ATB extraction is possible of entire conjunts:*man thati Suzy met [the friend of ei and ei](5) Adverbials and nominal subjects are weak islands (Adverbial Island Constraint; Sub-ject Condition, Chomsky 1973):a. ?man thati [the friends of ei] smiledb. ?paper thati John slept [without reading ei](6)Extraction from weak islands becomes �ne if accompanied by a cobound non-island ex-traction:a. man thati [the friends of ei] admire eib. paper thati John �led ei [without reading ei](7)This is referred to as parasitic extraction (Ross 1967; Taraldsen 1979; Engdahl 1981, 1983;Sag 1983). The idea is to say that parasitic gaps in islands are dependent on or licensedby non-island host gaps. Note that in judging (6) we even experience pressure to force atransitive reading on the intransitive verbs.We assume here that, as the term suggests, a parasitic gap must fall within an island:*slave thati John sold ei to ei(8)Thus we must consider the co-bound extraction in (9) (cf. Postal 1993 (8a)), where neithergap falls within an island, some other kind of \symbiotic" extraction.man whoi Mary convinced ei that John wanted to visit ei(9) A host gap can licence more than one parasitic gap, but only in di�erent islands:a. paper thati [the editor of ei] �led ei [without reading ei]b. *slave whoi [the fact that John sold ei to ei] surprised ei(10)A host gap cannot directly licence a parasitic gap in an island within an island (Postal's1994 Island Condition). However, it seems that one parasitic gap can in turn be host toanother:a. man whoi [the fact that [the friends of ei] admire ei] surprises eib. ?paper thati John published ei [without [the editor of ei] rereading ei]c. ?man whoi [the fact that [the friends of ei] admire ei [without praising ei]] surprises ei(11)Sentential subjects are strong islands and do not seem to allow parasitic gaps:a. ??man whoi [that Mary likes ei] surprises Johnb. ?man whoi [that Mary likes ei] surprises ei(12)Fixed Subject Constraint (Bresnan 1972; Chomsky and Lasnik 1977) violations are out:2



*man whoi John said that ei left(13)The subjects of uncomplementized embedded sentences, however, can be extracted, andcan licence parasitic gaps:a. man thati John thinks ei leftb. man thati [the friends of ei] think ei left(14)Main subject relativization seems not to license parasitic gaps:?man thati left [without John meeting ei](15)As well as involving the puzzling distribution of parasitic gaps, these data are challeng-ing because some judgements are not categorical: a full story will need to say somethingabout degrees of acceptability despite ungrammaticality, or degrees of unacceptabilitydespite grammaticality, or both. Our labels ?-, ??-, . . . , * leave open the question asto whether the ambivalence arises from the former or the latter. In our account it willsometimes be due to the one, sometimes to the other, potentially sometimes to both.Section 1 presents the basic framework. Section 2 considers islands, section 3 coordi-nation, section 4 left extraction, and section 5 parasitic gaps. In section 6 we considerproof nets for the account developed and in section 7 we consider semigrammaticality andacceptability.1. Type Logical GrammarA (j�j-)sorted algebra hfD�g�2�; f�o�go�2
;�2��!�i comprises a �-indexed family fD�g�2�of domains, a set 
 of operators, and an 
-indexed set f�o�go�2
;�2��!�i of operationswhere �o�1;:::;�n!� is an n-place operation mapping fromD�1 ; : : : ; D�n intoD� . An algebrahD; f�oigoi2
;i2N i is a 1-sorted algebra where �oi is an i-place operation on the domainD; we call a list of the arities of the operations the arity of the algebra.Given sets X and Y , the functional exponentiation XY is the set of all functions fromY to X; the Cartesian product X � Y is the set of all ordered pairs of elements from X(�rst) and Y (second); the disjoint sum X ] Y is (f0g � X) [ (f1g � Y ). A frame is afamily of domains which is closed under disjoint sum, Cartesian product and functionalexponentiation, i.e an algebra hfDg;];�; ( ) i.1 Given some set d of atomic semantic typeindices (e.g. fe; og for entities and propositions) we de�ne semantic type indices T by:T ::= d j T +T j T &T j T !T(16)A semantic algebra is a sorted algebra:hfD�g�2T ; f�1�!�+� 0 ; �2� 0!�+� 0 ; ( ; )�;� 0!�&� 0 ; ( )� 0!�;� 0!�g�;� 02T i(17)whereD�+� 0 = D� ]D� 0D�&� 0 = D� �D� 0D� 0!� = DD�0�(18)That is, fD�g�2T is a T -indexed frame; and �1m = h0;mi and �2m = h1;mi (�rst andsecond injection), (m;m0) = hm;m0i (ordered pairing), and (m m0) = m(m0) (functionalapplication).A semigroup is an algebra hL;+i of arity (2) the operation of which is associative:s1+(s2+s3) = (s1+s2)+s3(19)1I cannot resist observing the cardinal homomorphism from the algebra of frames to the algebra ofarithmetic: jX ] Y j = jX j+ jY j; jX � Y j = jX j � jY j; jXY j = jX jjY j.3



Because + is associative, we can omit its parentheses.We call a semigroup hL;+i the underlying prosodic algebra of the prosodic algebra:hP(L); n; �; =;^;_iwhereA�B = fs+s0j s 2 A and s0 2 BgAnB = fsj for all s0 2 A; s0+s 2 BgB=A = fsj for all s0 2 A; s+s0 2 BgA ^B = fsj s 2 A and s 2 BgA _B = fsj s 2 A or s 2 Bg(20)We call (20) the powerset residuated lattice algebra of the underlying prosodic algebra.2Suppose partial knowledge of a prosodic algebra, for example:3dreaming : NnSJohn : Nknows : (NnS)=Sletter : CNlikes : (NnS)=Nman : CNMary : Nreading : (NnS)=Nran : NnSslept : NnSthat : (CNnCN)=(S=N)the : N/CNwithout : ((NnS)n(NnS))/((NnS)_S))
(21)
Then further facts regarding the prosodic algebra are entailed, for example:a. John+knows+Mary+knows+John+ran: Sb. man+that+John+knows+Mary+likes: CNc. John+slept+without+dreaming: S(22)2A residuated semigroup is a structure hD;!; �; ;�i of arity (2, 2, 2; 2) such that B � A ! C i�A � B � C i� A � C  B (equivalently, A � (A ! B) � B � A ! (A � B) and (B  A) � A � B �(B �A) A), and � is a partial order; we say that (!; �; ) is a residuated triple with respect to �. Wesee that hP(L);n;�; =;�i is a residuated semigroup and that (n;�; =) is a residuated triple.3We ignore here features; see e.g. Morrill (1994, ch. 6).
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There is the following natural deduction calculus for the prosodic algebra:����: A ���: AnB nE�+: B na: A���a+: B nIn: AnB���: B=A ����: A =E+�: B na: A���+a: B =In: B=A����: A�B na: A��� (a+b): C nb: B��� �En(�): C ����: A ����: B �I�+�: A�B���: A^B ^E: A ���: A^B ^E: B ���: A ���: B ^I: A^B����: A_B na: A���(a): C nb: B���(b): C _En(�): C ����: A _I�: A_B ����: B _I�: A_B

(23)

Observe that there are rules of elimination (E) and introduction (I), in which operatorsare eliminated and introduced respectively reading from premises to conclusion. Thesereect the necessary and su�cient conditions for a prosodic object to belong to the typein question. The calculus is sound and complete for the n, �, / fragment L (for completnesssee Buszkowski 1986).4There is, for example, the following derivation:
man: CN that: (CNnCN)=(S=N) John: N knows: (NnS)=S Mary: N likes: (NnS)=N ia: N =Elikes+a: NnS nEMary+likes+a: S =Eknows+Mary+likes+a: NnS nEJohn+knows+Mary+likes+a: S =IiJohn+knows+Mary+likes: S=N =Ethat+John+knows+Mary+likes: CNnCN nEman+that+John+knows+Mary+likes: CN
(24)

4This fragment is the calculus of Lambek (1958). That Lambek calculus has the weak generative ca-pacity of context-free grammar, Chomsky's conjecture, was eventually proved by Pentus (1993). Whetherthe computational complexity of deciding L-validity is polynomial remains an open question.5



A syntactic algebra is the product of a prosodic algebra and a semantic algebra underthe type map T de�ned by:T (A�B) = T (A)&T (B)T (AnB) = T (A)!T (B)T (B=A) = T (A)!T (B)T (A^B) = T (A)&T (B)T (A_B) = T (A)+T (B)(25)Thus, a syntactic algebra is:hfL�D� g�2T ; fn�;� 0!�!� 0 ; ��;� 0!�&� 0 ; =�;� 0!� 0!� ;^�;� 0!�&� 0 ;_�;� 0!�+� 0g�;� 02T iwhereA�B = fhs+s0; hm;m0iij hs;mi 2 A and hs0;m0i 2 BgAnB = fhs;mij for all hs0;m0i 2 A; hs0+s;m(m0)i 2 BgB=A = fhs;mij for all hs0;m0i 2 A; hs+s0;m(m0)i 2 BgA^B = fhs; hm;m0iij hs;mi 2 A and hs;m0i 2 BgA_B = fhs; h0;miij hs;mi 2 Ag [ fhs; h1;m0iij hs;m0i 2 Bg(26)We call this an Ll-syntactic algebra: L for Lambek (1958, 1988), l for lattice; for latticeoperations semantically interpreted by pairing and injection see Morrill (1990).We extend the semantic terms with functional abstraction such that (�x�  ) = �f =xgif �f =xg is free,5 �rst and second projection such that �1(�;  ) = � and �2(�;  ) =  ,and case branching such that (�1�! x:�; y: ) = �f�=xg and (�2�! x:�; y: ) =  f�=ygif �f�=xg and  f�=yg are free.The syntactic type indices will include some set of atomic syntactic type indices, forexample fN; S;CNg for referring nominals, declarative sentences and count nouns:T (N) = eT (S) = oT (CN) = e!o(27)Suppose partial knowledge of a syntactic algebra in the form of a lexicon of lexicalentries such as the following: dreaming-dream : NnSJohn-j : Nknows-know : (NnS)/Sletter-letter : CNlikes-like : (NnS)/Nman-man : CNMary-m : Nreading-read : (NnS)/Nruns-run : NnSslept-sleep : NnSthat-�x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)] : (CNnCN)/(S/N)the-THE : N/CNwithout-�x�y�z[(y z) ^ :(x! u:(u z); v:v)] : ((NnS)n(NnS))/((NnS)_S)
(28)
([� ^  ] and :� abbreviate ((AND �)  ) and (NOT �).) Then further facts regard-ing the syntactic algebra are entailed, for example (where (�  1 : : :  n) abbreviates((: : : (�  1) : : :)  n)):a. John+knows+Mary+knows+John+runs; (know (know (run j) m) j): Sb: man+that+John+knows+Mary+likes; �z[(man z) ^ (know (like z m) j)]: CNc: John+slept+without+dreaming; [(sleep j) ^ :(dream j)]: S(29)5�f =xg is the result of substituting the free occurrences of x in � by  ; it is free i� no variable becomesbound in the process. 6



There is the following natural deduction calculus for reasoning about syntactic algebra:����-�: A ���-�: AnB nE�+-(� �): B na-x: A���a+- : B nIn-�x : AnB���-�: B=A ����-�: A =E+�-(� �): B na-x: A���+a- : B =In-�x : B=A����-!: A�B na-x: A��� (a+b)-�(x; y): C nb-y: B��� �En(�)-�(�1!; �2!): C ����-�: A ����- : B �I�+�-(�;  ): A�B���-�: A^B ^E-�1�: A ���-�: A^B ^E-�2�: B ���-�: A ���- : B ^I-(�;  ): A^B����-!: A_B na-x: A���(a)-�1: C nb-y: B���(b)-�2: C _En(�)-(! ! x:�1; y:�2): C ����-�: A _I�-�1�: A_B ����- : B _I�-�2 : A_B

(30)

For example, there are the following derivations:man that John knows Mary likes: CN
m-m: CN t-�x�y�z[(y z)^(x z)]: (CNnCN)=(S=N) J-j: N k-k: (NnS)=S M-m: N l-l: (NnS)=N ia-x: N =Elikes+a-(l x): NnS nEMary+likes+a-(l x m): S =Eknows+Mary+likes+a-(k (l x m)): NnS nEJohn+knows+Mary+likes+a-(k (l x m) j): S =IiJohn+knows+Mary+likes-�x(k (l x m) j): S=N =Ethat+John+knows+Mary+likes-�y�z[(y z)^(k (l z m) j)]: CNnCN nEman+that+John+knows+Mary+likes-�z[(m z)^(k (l z m) j)]: CN
(31)
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John slept without dreaming: SJ-j: N s-s: NnS w-�x�y�z[(y z)^:(x!u:(u z);v:v)]: ((NnS)n(NnS))=((NnS)_S) d-d: NnS _Id-�d: (NnS)_S =Ew+d-�y�z[(y z) ^ :(d z)]: (NnS)n(NnS) nEs+w+d-�z[(s z) ^ :(d z)]: NnS nEJ+s+w+d-[(s j) ^ :(d j)]: S(32)We refer to the theory of Ll-syntactic algebras as type logic Ll. An Ll-type logicalgrammar is an Ll-lexicon. We see that Ll already a�ords a very rudimentary account ofthe unboundedness of left extraction.2. Brackets for islandsWith a view to islands, let us generalize the underlying prosodic algebra to a \bracketsemigroup" hL;+; bi of arity (2, 1) (Morrill 1992). Then the prosodic algebra determinedbecomes:hP(L); n; �; =; [ ]; [ ]�1;^;_iwhere we add[ ]A = fb(s)j s 2 Ag[ ]�1A = fsj b(s) 2 Ag(33)We again call this prosodic algebra the powerset residuated lattice algebra of the under-lying algebra.6There are the following rules of natural deduction:����: [ ]A na: A���(b(a)): C [ ]En(�): C ����: A [ ]Ib(�): [ ]A����: [ ]�1A [ ]�1Eb(�): A ���b(�): A [ ]�1I�: [ ]�1A(34)
We consider syntactic algebra under the type map as before, together with:T ([ ]A) = T ([ ]�1A) = T (A)(35)The syntactic algebra becomes (Morrill 1992) the Llb-syntactic algebra:hfP(L) �D�g�2T ; fn; �; =; [ ]�!� ; [ ]�1�!� ;^;_g�2T iwhere we add[ ]A = fhb(s);mij hs;mi 2 Ag[ ]�1A = fhs;mij hb(s);mi 2 Ag(36)We add the following natural deduction rules for Llb-syntactic algebra:6A pair of operations (B;B�1) is a residuated pair with respect to a partial order � i� BA � C i�A � B�1C (equivalently, BB�1A � A � B�1BA). We see that ([ ]; [ ]�1) is a residuated pair withrespect to the partial order �. 8



����- : [ ]A na-x: A���(b(a))-�(x): C [ ]En(�)-�( ): C ����-�: A [ ]Ib(�)-�: [ ]A����- : [ ]�1Ab(�)- : A ��� [ ]�1Eb(�)-�: A[ ]�1I�-�: [ ]�1A(37)
We call the theory of Llb-syntactic algebras type logic Llb.Now, nominal subjects and adverbials will be de�ned as bracketed domains by assign-ments such as the following: likes-like : ([ ]NnS)/Nruns-run : [ ]NnSwithout-�x�y�z[(y z) ^ :(x! u:(u z); v:v)] : [ ]�1(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS)/(([ ]NnS)_S)(38)For example, there is the following derivation:John slept without dreaming: SJ-j: N [ ]Ib(J)-j: [ ]N s-s: [ ]NnS w-�x�y�z[(y z)^:(x!u:(u z); v:v)]: [ ]�1(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS))=(([ ]NnS)_S) d-d: [ ]NnS _Id-�d: ([ ]NnS)_S =Ew+d-�y�z[(y z) ^:(d z)]: [ ]�1(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS)) [ ]�1Eb(w+d)-�y�z[(y z) ^:(d z)]: ([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS) nEs+b(w+d)-�z[(s z) ^:(d z)]: [ ]NnS nEb(J)+s+b(w+d)-[(s j) ^:(d j)]: S(39)The bracketing prevents extraction from adverbial islands as in (6b):?paper thati John slept [without reading ei](40)The reason why is that we cannot equate:b(John)+slept+b(without+reading+a)andb(John)+slept+b(without+reading)+a(41)3. CoordinationFor coordination we may assume assignment schemata like the following for Boolean con-junction:and-�x�y�z�1 : : : �z�n [(y z�1 : : : z�n ) ^ (x z�1 : : : z�n )]: ([ ]XnX)=[ ]Xwhere T (X) = �1!(� � �!(�n!o) � � �); n � 0(42)This semantics is that given in Keenan and Faltz (1985), Gazdar (1980) and Partee andRooth (1983). This gives rise to coordination of constituents such as the following (but itdoes not address the number of subject coordination as in (43d)).a. [John arrived and Mary left].b. John left [quickly and without complaining].c. John [picked up his bag and left].d. [John and Mary] left.(43) 9



J-j: N [ ]Ib(J)-j: [ ]N l-l: [ ]NnS q-q: ([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS) [ ]Ib(q)-q: [ ](([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS)) a w-�x�y�z[(y z)^:(x!u:(u z); v:v)]: [ ]�1(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS))=(([ ]NnS)_S) c-c: [ ]NnS _Ic-�c: ([ ]NnS)_S =Ew+c-�y�z[(y z)^:(c z)]: [ ]�1(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS)) [ ]�1Eb(w+c)-�y�z[(y z)^:(c z)]: ([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS) [ ]Ib(b(w+c))-�y�z[(y z)^:(c z)]: [ ](([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS)) =Ea+b(b(w+c))-�y�z�w[(y z w)^(z w)^:(c w)]: [ ](([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS))n(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS)) nEb(q)+a+b(b(w+c))-�z�w[(q z w)^[(z w)^:(c w)]]: ([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS) nEl+b(q)+a+b(b(w+c))-�w[(q l w)^[(l w)^:(c w)]]: [ ]NnS nEb(J)+l+b(q)+a+b(b(w+c))-[(q l j)^[(l j)^:(c j)]]: S
Figure1:Naturaldeductionderivationof`Johnleftquicklyandwithoutcomplaining':S
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See for example �gure 1 and (44).John and Mary left: SJ-j: Nb(J)-j: [ ]N ia-x: [ ]NnS nEJ+a-(x j): S =IiJ-�x(x j): S=([ ]NnS) [ ]Ib(J)-�x(x j): [ ](S=([ ]NnS)) a-�x�y�z[(y z)^(x z)] M-m: Nb(M)-m: [ ]N jb-y: [ ]NnS nEM+b-(y m): S =IjM-�y(y m): S=([ ]NnS) [ ]Ib(M)-�y(y m): [ ](S=([ ]NnS)) =Ea+b(M)-�y�z[(y z)^(z m)]: [ ](S=([ ]NnS))n(S=([ ]NnS)) nEb(J)+a+b(M)-�z[(z j)^(z m)]: S=([ ]NnS) l-l: [ ]NnS =Eb(J)+a+b(M)+l-[(l j)^(l m)]: S
(44)

However, it also gives rise to coordination of non-constituents such as Right NodeRaising (RNR), see Steedman (1985):a. [John liked and Mary disliked] London.b. [the belief and the hope] that they would come backc. [John was and Mary is] extremely angry.d. [John arrived and Mary left] without making salutations.e. [a man and a woman] outsidef. I [have been wondering whether, but wouldn't positively want to state that],your theory is correct. (Bresnan 1974)g. [John tried and Mary managed] to �nish writing within the six weeks.h. ?He thinks [that John or that Mary] tried to deceive him.i. ?I [liked this but preferred that] sofa.j. [a red or a green] tee-shirt.(45)
For example:John liked and Mary disliked London: SJohn-j: N [ ]Ib(John)-j: [ ]N liked-like: ([ ]NnS)=N ia-x: N =Eliked+a-(like x): [ ]NnS nEb(John)+liked+a-(like x j): S =Iib(John)+liked-�x(like x j): S=N(46)Similarly, the coordination assignment schema yields Left Node Raising (LNR), seeDowty (1988):a. Bill met [John on Monday and Sue on Tuesday]b. John is [good natured on Fridays but moody on Mondays]c. He wanted [to stay on Monday and to go on Tuesday](47)For example:Bill met John on Monday and Sue on Tuesday: Sia-x: ([ ]NnS)=N John-j: N =Ea+John-(x j): [ ]NnS on-on: [ ]�1(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS))=N Monday-monday: N =Eon+Monday-(on monday): [ ]�1(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS)) [ ]�1Eb(on+Monday)-(on monday): ([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS) nEa+John+b(on+Monday)-(on monday (x j)): [ ]NnS nIiJohn+b(on+Monday)-�x(on monday (x j)): (([ ]NnS)=N)n([ ]NnS)(48) 11



This account of coordination generates ATB extraction from coordinate structures:man whoi [Suzy met ei and Mary married ei](49)However, extraction of an entire conjunct is correctly blocked:*man that Suzy met [the friend of ei and ei](50)This is blocked because the coordinator expects brackets around its conjunts and herethere is no right conjunt around which to put any brackets. The example would bederivable if the underlying prosodic algebra was assumed to contain an identity ele-ment � such that �+s = s = s+�; then the empty right conjunt could be analyzed asb(�): [ ]((([ ]NnS)/N)n(([ ]NnS)/N)). Note that (50) would not be blocked by an unbrack-eted coordinator type (XnX)=X. CSC violations like (3) are also blocked (but would notbe by an unbracketed coordinator type (XnX)=X):*man thati [Suzy met Bill and Mary married ei](51)Mysteriously, the CSC violation in (52) is quite acceptable:?food thati Mary [went shopping and bought ei](52)Consider now the apparent coordination of unlike types (2):007 is Bond and teetotal.(53)Assume the following \polymorphic" type assignment to the copula (Morrill 1990, 1996):is-�x�y(x! z:[z = y];w:(w �u[u = y] y)): (NnS)/(N_(CN/CN))(54)([� =  ] abbreviates ((EQ �)  )). Morrill (1990) then observes that the coordination of\unlike types" is generated by like-type coordinator assignment schemata, see �gure 2.Finally, by way of further motivation of bracket operators, consider the following ex-ample, due to Paul Dekker.*[Bill thinks and the brother of] John walks.(55)Without bracket operators, the two conjunts share the type (S/(NnS))/N so that theassignment schema we have given would predict that the unacceptable coordination isgrammatical. But with subjects bracketed, the second conjunt has no such type, consistentwith the non-coordination (56), and (55) is not generated.*The brother of [John walks and Mary talks].(56)4. Left extractionBecause S/N means an S lacking an N at its right periphery, the relative pronoun type(CNnCN)/(S/N) will not generate medial extraction:man thati Mary showed ei Exmoor(57)The reason why is that we cannot equate:b(Mary)+showed+a+Exmoorandb(Mary)+showed+Exmoor+a(58) 12
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That is, we want some kind of commutativity (s+s0 = s0+s). With a view to this,we generalize the underlying prosodic algebra from a bracket semigroup to a \bi-bracketsemigroup" hL;+; b; ii of arity (2, 1, 1) where:i(s)+s0 = s0+i(s) i-commutativity(59)Then the prosodic algebra, i.e. the powerset residuated lattice algebra, becomes:hP(L); n; �; =; [ ]; [ ]�1; [i]; [i]�1;^;_iwhere[i]A = fi(s)j s 2 Ag[i]�1A = fsj i(s) 2 Ag(60)There are the following natural deduction rules, just as before for the plain bracketoperators:����: [ i ]A na: A���(i(a)): C [ i ]En(�): C ����: A [ i ]Ii(�): [ i ]A����: [ i ]�1A [ i ]�1Ei(�): A ���i(�): A [ i ]�1I�: [ i ]�1A(61)
In addition we allow the equation (59) of i-commutativity to apply to labels.The type map is extended by:T ([i]A) = T ([i]�1A) = T (A)(62)The syntactic algebra becomes:hfP(L) �D�g�2T ; fn; �; =; [ ]; [ ]�1; [i]�!� ; [i]�1�!� ;^;_g�2T iwhere[i]A = fhi(s);mij hs;mi 2 Ag[i]�1A = fhs;mij hi(s);mi 2 Ag(63)I.e. everything is generalized exactly as before for the bracket operation and bracketoperators. Just to be completely explicit, here are the natural deduction rules:����- : [ i ]A na-x: A���(i(a))-�(x): C [ i ]En(�)-�( ): C ����-�: A [ i ]Ii(�)-�: [ i ]A����- : [ i ]�1A [ i ]�1Ei(�)- : A ���i(�)-�: A [ i ]�1I�-�: [ i ]�1A(64)
The only novelty relative to plain bracketing is that i-commutativity (59) on labels isadded. 14



We assign the relative pronoun type (CNnCN)/(S/[i][i]�1N), and the medial extraction(57) can now be derived:Mary showed Exmoor: S/[i][i]�1Njc-z: [ i ][ i ]�1N Mary-m: N [ ]Ib(Mary)-m: [ ]N showed-s: ([ ]NnS)=(N�N) ia-x: [ i ]�1N [ i ]�1Ei(a)-x: N Exmoor-e: Ni(a)+Exmoor-(x; e): N�N =Eshowed+i(a)+Exmoor-(s (x; e)): [ ]NnS nEMary+showed+i(a)+Exmoor-(s (x; e) m): S i�commMary+showed+Exmoor+i(a)-(s (x; e) m): S [ i ]�1EiMary+showed+Exmoor+c-(s (z;e) m): S [ i ]�1EiMary+showed+Exmoor-�z(s (z;e) m): S=[ i ][ i ]�1N
(65)
Note that we could just as well have assigned the relative pronoun to (CNnCN)/([i][i]�1NnS)(and/or `showed' type (([ ]NnS)/N)/N)). Peripheral extraction is of course still obtained;the islandhood of adverbials and nominal subjects as in (6) is ensured because althoughi(s) commutes under +, it does not penetrate b( ), i.e. we dot not (yet) have anything likeb(s0) + i(s) = b(s0 + i(s)).The idea, inspired by linear logic, of using unary operators to licence commutation-likestructural operations on the gap subtypes of �llers goes back to Morrill et al. (1990).The idea of using a residuated pair (such that [ ][ ]�1A ) A) appears in Moortgat (1999),but in the context of an underlying prosodic structure which employs a binary relationinstead of our unary operation (and a ternary relation instead of our binary semigroupoperation). That kind of relational model can clearly simulate any algebraic model ofthe kind considered here because an n-ary operation is an n+1-ary relation. We stick tothe algebraic methodology in an endeaver to shed light on what form of the more generalrelational models might be necessary.5. Parasitic gaps (type logic Lbi)The bi-bracket type logic given so far does not support parasitic extraction, such as (7b):?paper thati John �led ei [without reading ei](66)The reason why is that we cannot equate, say:b(John)+�led+i(a)+b(without+reading+i(a))andb(John)+�led+i(a)+b(without+reading)(67)Earlier categorial formulations involved substitution combinators (Szabolcsi 1983, Steed-man 1987). From the perspective under development, we see that for parasitic extractionwe want some kind of idempotency (s+s = s) (cf. also Morrill et al. 1990). However, par-asitic gaps must occur within bracketed island domains, and with only one per bracketeddomain. In view of these considerations we specialize the underlying bi-bracket semigroupalgebra thus:b(s0 + i(s)) = b(b(s0)) + i(i(s)) bi-distributivityi(i(s)) + i(s) = i(s) i-idempotency(68)We speak accordingly of an Lbi-algebra and of type logic Lbi. Parasitic extraction as in15



(7b) is now derived thus:John �led without reading: S/[ i ][ i ]�1N
jc-z: [ i ][ i ]�1N J-j: N f-f: ([ ]NnS)=N ia-x: [ i ]�1N [ i ]�1Ei(a)-x: Nf+i(a)-(f x): [ ]NnS without r-r: (NnS)=N ia: [ i ]�1N [ i ]�1Ei(a)-x: N =Er+i(a)-(r x): NnS _Ir+i(a)-�(r x): (NnS)_S =Ew+r+i(a)-�y�z[(y z)^:(r x z)]: [ ]�1(([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS)) [ ]�1Eb(w+r+i(a))-�y�z[(y z)^:(r x z)]: ([ ]NnS)n([ ]NnS) =Ef+i(a)+b(w+r+i(a))-�z[(f x z)^:(r x z)]: [ ]NnS nEb(J)+f+i(a)+b(w+r+i(a))-[(f x j)^:(r x j)]: Sb(J)+f+b(b(w+r))+i(a)-[(f x j)^:(r x j)]: S [ i ]Eib(J)+f+b(b(w+r))+c-[(f z j)^:(r z j)]: S =Ijb(J)+f+b(b(w+r))-�z[(f z j)^:(r z j)]: S=[ i ][ i ]�1N

(69)
Example (7a) is derived similarly and the \double" parasitic extraction (10a) is derived:the editor of �led without reading: S/[ i ][ i ]�1Njc-z: [ i ][ i ]�1N the editor of ia-x: [ i ]�1Nb(t+e+o+i(a))-(T (o x e)): [ ]N �led ia-x: [ i ]�1N without reading ia-x: [ i ]�1Nf+i(a)+b(w+r+i(a))-�z[(f x z)^:(r x z)]: [ ]NnSb(t+e+o+i(a))+f+i(a)+b(w+r+i(a))-[(f x (T (o x e)))^:(r x (T (o x e)))]: Sb(b(t+e+o))+f+b(b(w+r))+i(a)-[(f x (T (o x e)))^:(r x (T (o x e)))]: Sb(b(t+e+o))+f+b(b(w+r))+c-[(f z (T (o z e)))^:(r z (T (o z e)))]: Sb(b(t+e+o))+f+b(b(w+r))-�z[(f z (T (o z e)))^:(r z (T (o z e)))]: S=[ i ][ i ]�1N(70)
However, as required parasitic gaps must occur within islands. Consider example (8):*slave thati John sold ei to ei(71)This is blocked because the nature of i-idempotency and bi-distribution cannot equate,say: b(John)+sold+i(a)+to+i(a)andb(John)+sold+i(a)+to(72)Nor is it possible to obtain two parasitic gaps in a single island: extraction of the �rsttransforms a single bracketing to a double bracketing, which will then block any extractionof a second.The reader may check that multiple parasitic extractions like (11) are derived. Whathas been presented so far may already suggest possible variations according to interpre-tations of judgements leading to di�erent analytical generalizations for English or otherlanguages. The reader may also have some thoughts regarding semigrammaticality andislandhood. The formal account of parasitic extraction that we have given resides in afew algebraic de�nitions. Our fundamental analytical generalizations are embodied in theprinciples of i-idempotency, and bi-distribution governing the underlying prosodic algebra.It is often repeated that in Montague grammar semantic calculation is metagrammat-ical, having no role in de�ning the object language model speci�ed by a grammar. Let usnote that in type logical grammar the same is true of prosodic and syntactic calculation(Morrill 1994). We have presented natural deduction calculus purely for the convenienceof displaying formal derivations of the predictions of grammar.16



If we interpret grammar computationally or psychologically, however, we are interestedin such calculus attributed with signi�cance in relation to processing. Insofar as represen-tational and derivational economics is concerned, natural deduction is perhaps not entirelywithout merit, but a reection indicates some redundancy. Thus, we have basically treesor graphs with entire syntactic types at each node when, typically, immediately connectednodes stand in an immediate subtype relation. It is natural to ask as to the deep andessential structure of these derivations, and a beautiful answer comes from the directionof the proof nets of linear logic (Girard 1987).In addition to their compelling candidature as the deep structures of type logical com-petence, simple considerations of proof nets yields a theory of acceptability in performance(Johnson 1998, Morrill 2000) including centre embedding, garden pathing, heavy nounphrase shift, left-to-right quanti�er scoping, passivization and right association. Psycho-logical interpretation of grammar requires great caution, but the results so far motivate theformulation in terms of proof nets of the analysis we have given, and invite investigationof whether something can be said in relation to the ambivalence of certain judgements.We turn to this in the next sections.6. Proof netsWe consider �rst proof nets for type logic L. We de�ne the input (�) and output (�) polartype trees of a type A as the result of unfolding it into links as follows:A� B� iA�B� A� B� iiAnB� B� A� iiB=A�B� A� iiA�B� B� A� iiAnB� A� B� iiB=A�(73)The unfoldings can be compared to the rules of natural deduction: input (�) for elimi-nation (E) and output (�) for introduction (I). A�B� states that if you have A�B, thenyou have A and B. AnB� states that if you have AnB, then if you can show A, then youhave B. B=A� is similar. A�B� states that to show A�B, it is su�cient to show A andB. AnB� states that to show AnB, it is su�cient to show B on the assumption A. B=A�is similar.Note that in the output-unfoldings, the left-to-right order of the subtypes is reversed.This is because each polarity is implicitly the negation of the other and we choose to treatinput as positive and output as negative. Consider7 the negation of going �rst from i toj and then from j to k; it is to go �rst from k to j and then from j to i, i.e. de Morgan'slaw has the form :(A^B) = :B _:A. When conjunction/disjunction is commutative itcan be written :(A^B) = :A_:B, but word order is not commutative, and we respectthe interaction of negation and order in this context.8The classi�cation into i-links and ii-links reects whether the upper \premises" belongto the same (i-) or di�erent (ii-) subproofs in the rules of natural deduction. The links ofpolar type trees correspond to steps of derivation. A (correct) derivation as a whole willbe the result of connecting these together (in a valid way).Suppose we are interested in knowing whether words of types A1; : : : ; An constitute (inthat order) an expression of type A. Then we form a proof frame which is the sequenceof polar type trees A�; A�; : : : ; An�. A proof structure is a proof frame in which every leafis connected (by an axiom link) to exactly one other with the same atom but of oppositepolarity. A proof net is a proof structure which satis�es certain condicions.7Philippe de Groote (p.c.)8We could have chosen instead to treat input as negative and output as positive. But then our wordorder would be represented right-to-left rather than left-to-right on the page.17



By way of example, there is the following proof net corresponding to (24).man that John knows Mary likes: CNCN� ii CN� N� i S��� ________
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mmmmmmm N����� __ �C C C yyy N����� __ �C C C yyym t J k M l(74)Note that the proof net in (74) is planar , i.e. its links can be drawn (in the half-plane)without any crossing. In fact every L proof net is planar, but planarity, though a necessarycondition, is not a su�cient condition for a proof structure to be a proof net.9A necessary and su�cient criterion for a proof structure to be a proof net is providedby planarity plus acyclicity. A switching of a proof structure is the result of removingedges from i-links such that only one edge remains in each i-link. Acyclicity is that everyswitching of a proof structure is an acyclic graph. Call a i-free path in a proof structure apath which does not traverse two edges of any i-link; call a vicious cycle a cycle which isa i-free path. Then acyclicity can be expressed as requiring that there be no vicious cycle.The reasoning behind this acyclicity is complex (Girard 1987; Danos and Regnier1989; Bellin and van de Wiele 1995; Lecomte and Retor�e 1995). However, it suggestsan attractive computational procedure: attempt to build a proof net incrementally left-to-right by placing (planar) axiom links on the proof frame growing in time with wordscoming in on the right. Planarity is can be implemented by a simple stack automaton. Toensure global acyclicity, it is enough just to check for each successive axiom link placementthat it does not introduce a vicious cycle, i.e. that no axiom link is placed between leavesconnected by a i-free path. That there is no i-free path between two leaves can be checkedin linear time.Assuming such a procedure, a natural complexity pro�le is induced, that giving thenumber of open leaves between successive words. For example, the complexity pro�le of(74) is:3 a a2 a a a10 aman that John knows Mary likes(75)In fact, a whole range of performance phenomena appear to be explained by such ametric (Morrill 2000). And if an absolute upper bound on stack depth is assumed (e.g.the capacity of short term memory), the processing becomes linear time, i.e. potentiallyreal time. Indeed, there does appear to be a complete breakdown beyond 7{9 unresolveddependencies.Compare the e�ect of applying this processing model to phrase structure grammar.English is primarily right-branching, so it would be predicted that processing crashesshortly after 7{9 words! This model of language processing, incremental, bottom-up, witha bounded stack, is the �rst one anyone would think of, but assuming phrase structure, itmakes entirely the wrong predictions. Many complex alternatives have been entertainedsustaining phrase structure, typically divorcing competence from performance. One won-ders whether, if the technology of proof nets had been available in the past, the processingmodel would have stayed, and the phrase structure would have gone.9If it were, we would have a polynomial decision procedure for L: planar linking is a Dyck language,i.e. a language of well-bracketing, and context-free; so just construct the proof frame (linear time) andmemoise context-free recognition on the leaves by a Dyck grammar (less than cubic time).18



Furthermore, the proof nets make very good sense semantically. Remarkably, thedi�erent proof nets that may be built on a proof frame correspond one-to-one with itsdi�erent semantic readings so that, in this context, the problem of \spurious ambiguity"is dissolved. Deterministic travel instructions deliver the corresponding lambda termsin beta-eta-long normal form by successive left-to-right generation of the symbols of theterms' textual notation (de Groote and Retor�e 1996; Morrill 1999). The travel startsupwards at the output root, visits each node exactly twice, once moving upwards andonce moving downwards, and terminates downwards back at the origin in time 2n, n thenumber of nodes in the proof net (cf. the preorder traversal of a tree).With such computational properties, logical rationalle and linguistic interpretations,the theoretical subtilty of acyclicity of proof nets seems a small price to pay. As Einsteinput it, we must make things as simple as possible, but no simpler. It seems importantto investigate the generalization of proof nets to type logical grammar more widely. Wesketch considerations for some of our categorial operations, though not for the latticeoperacions, in the following subsections.6.1 Bracket proof nets (Lb)Consider type logic Lb. We add unfoldings:10[� A� ]� i[ ]A� [� A� ]� ii[ ]�1A�]� A� [� ii[ ]A� ]� A� [� i[ ]�1A�(76)An example like (32) (but without the join operator) has the proof net analysis in �gure 3.Extraction from adverbial islands such as (6) is blocked; the extraction and bracketingdependencies cannot be kept planar:?paper thati John slept [without reading ei](77)6.2. Bi-bracket proof nets (Lbi)For the bi-bracket type logic Lbi we repeat the same pattern of bracket unfolding:[i� A� i]� i[ i ]A� [i� A� i]� ii[ i ]�1A�i]� A� [i� ii[ i ]A� i]� A� [i� i[ i ]�1A�(78)Thus medial extraction like (57) has the proof net analysis in �gure 4; of course i-commutativity means that proof nets might not be planar, as in this case; the precisegeometry is a question for further investigation.However, for parasitic extraction there is a further issue still. Proof nets as we haveseen them so far are linear, as is reected in the one-to-one matching of leaves by axiom10This formulation of proof nets for bracketing, which remains tentative, is inspired by the translationj[ ]Aj = [�jAj�]; j[ ]�1Aj = [njAj=] from Lb to L which I think appears in the 1996 PhD. thesis of KuhnVersmissen, and the proposal of Fadda (2002) to treat brackets by means of \channels" in pregroupgrammars. 19
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links, and associativity and i-commutativity are linear equations, with one occurrence ofeach variable on each side of the equation. But i-idempotency is a non-linear equation,with its variable occuring twice on one side:i(i(s)) + i(s) = i(s) i-commutativity(79)This means that something more is required for proof nets.The general form of a treatment already exists within linear logic. Linear logic containsa unary operator ! for which there is an idempotent law !A
!A � !A. Danos (1990)accomodates this in proof nets by making available the unfolding:!A� !A�!A�(80)Note that this unfolding is recursive and potentially in�nite, so that in processing it willhave to be performed on-line on a call-by-need basis. The full theory involves devicescalled boxes which are viewed from outside as single links which must satisfy usual cri-teria outwardly, and from inside as complete subproofs which must satisfy usual criteriainwardly, in a recursive fashion; see for example de Groote and Retor�e (1996).We assume, then, the i-idempotent unfolding:[ i ][ i ]A� [ i ]A�[ i ]A�(81)Note that semantic trips will now visit certain nodes an even number of times, an equalnumber travelling upwards and downwards, and that the corresponding lambda terms willbe multiple-binding rather than just linear-binding as before. This will constitute themultiple abstraction in the semantics of parasitic extraction. For instance, (7b) has theproof net analysis in �gure 5, where we do not attempt to cope with the brackets.Finally, the reader may like to construct proof net analyses of multiple parasitic ex-tractions like (10a) and (11):paper thati [the editor of ei] �led ei [without reading ei](82) a. man whoi [the fact that [the friends of ei] admire ei] surprises eib. ?paper thati John published ei [without [the editor of ei] rereading ei]c. ?man whoi [the fact that [the friends of ei] admire ei [without praising ei]] surprises ei(83)The complexity pro�les may be compared along the lines of Morrill (2000) and it will beseen that a degradation of acceptability is predicted from (83a) to (83b), where parasiticextraction further to the right requires unresolved dependencies to be held open longerin time. Degradation is also predicted from (83a) to (83c) where higher multiplicity ofparasitic gaps requires more temporarily unresolved idempotent �ller unfoldings. Ouraccount treats parasitic multiplicity of any degree as grammatical, though deterioratingin acceptability with degree and rightwardness.7. SemigrammaticalityOn the account given, weak island violations like (6) are blocked:a. ?man thati [the friends of ei] smiledb. ?paper thati John slept [without reading ei](84)This is because we cannot equate, say: 22
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b(John)+slept+b(without+reading+i(a))andb(John)+slept+b(without+reading)+i(a)(85)However, such examples are not that bad, and they are almost yielded by bi-distributivity;assume the following \semiequation" obtained by collapsing i(i(s)) in bi-distributivity toi(s): ?b(s0+i(s)) = b(b(s0))+i(s) ?bi-distributivity(86)Then the weak island violations of (6) are each processable under a single application ofthe semiequation of ?bi-distribution, which we may regard as characterising them as ?-.Consider now strong islands like sentential subjects as in (12a):??man whoi [that Mary likes ei] surprises John(87)We assume assignments such as annoys: ([ ][ ]CPnS)/N with double brackets for strongislands. Then (87) also becomes processable under ?bi-distribution, but only under twoapplications of the semiequation, characterising it as ??-.Extraction from within two weak islands is similarly characterised as ??-:a. ??man whoi [the fact that [the friends of ei] slept] annoys Johnb. ??man whoi [the fact that Mary left [without meeting ei]] annoys John(88)Correspondingly, (89) are characterised as ???-:a. ???man whoi [that Mary slept [without meeting ei]] annoys Johnb. ???man whoi [that [the friends of ei] slept] annoys John(89)And so forth.However, even with ?bi-distribution, �xed subject constraint violations like (13) areblocked, at least if we assume no identity element in the underlying prosodic algebra.*man whoi John said that ei left(90)The example is underivable because there is simply nowhere to place the brackets that`left' expects on its subject. The only way this could be derived by ?bi-distribution wouldbe to assume an identity element in the underlying semigroup. The unacceptability of (90)argues against the existence of such an element. Thus alongside the scale of ! degreesof semigrammaticality: ?-, ??-, ???-, . . . , there is the absolute ungrammaticality of, say,�xed subject constraint violations.By the same token, however, the account as developed so far does not yield extractionof the subjects of uncomplementized embedded sentences, which can furthermore hostparasitic gaps ((14)):a. man thati John thinks ei leftb. man thati [the friends of ei] think ei left(91)Such extractions are generated if we generalize a sentence-embedding assignment such asthinks: (NnS)/S to thinks: (NnS)/(([ ]N_[ i ][ i ]�1N)�([ ]NnS)).The relative pronoun type (CNnCN)/(S/[ i ][ i ]�1N) does not yield main subject rel-ativisation. This is appropriate for `whom'. For `who' and `that' we could assume inaddition (CNnCN)/([ ]NnS), which appropriately does not allow parasitics ((15)):?man thati left [without John meeting ei](92)The two assignments to the latter relative pronouns can be collapsed to the single poly-morphic type (CNnCN)/(([ ]N^[ i ][ i ]�1N)nS).24
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